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Overview

Self-assured and controlled, Maria is also determined and ambitious in style. She is suited to positions of control, and she

is quite capable of taking personal responsibility for the management of her own affairs. She is responsive in nature, and

adapts quickly to changing situations.

Her general style could be described as self-contained: while she will interact effectively with others when necessary, the

building of personal relationships will not normally be among her priorities in a working environment.
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DISC Profile Series

A series of graphs showing the key factors in Maria's profile, including a

Shift Pattern and a Style Card analysis.

Trait Summary

A description of the main traits present in Maria's personality style, also

including a Profile Tension assessment showing current pressure levels.

Textual Report

A detailed textual description of Maria's personal style. This Enhanced

textual report contains twenty-one sections, including all available

information for this type of report.

Glossary

Your dynamic reference to all the terms in this report that are specific to

Discus or the DISC system. If you're unsure of the meaning of any term

in the report, check the Glossary for more information.

If you are viewing this report on the screen, you can also quickly access

glossary information from elsewhere in the system by clicking terms that

interest you.

Comments

Space to add your own comments and thoughts about Maria's profile and

the details included in this report.
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Internal

D I S C

External
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Summary
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Shifts

D I S C

Internal Profile

The Internal Profile reflects the candidate's true motivations and desires. This is

the type of behaviour that often appears outside a working environment, or

when an individual is placed under pressure.

Internal Factors

Dominance 78%

Influence 37%

Steadiness 21%

Compliance 45%

External Profile

The External Profile describes the candidate's perception of the type of

behaviour they should ideally project. This shape usually represents the type of

behaviour that an individual will try to adopt at work.

External Factors

Dominance 82%

Influence 28%

Steadiness 14%

Compliance 61%

Summary Profile

In reality, candidates will usually act in ways consistent with elements from

both profiles. The Summary Profile is a combination of the other two graph

shapes, describing a person's likely normal behaviour.

Summary Factors

Dominance 80%

Influence 32%

Steadiness 17%

Compliance 53%

Shift Pattern

The Shift Pattern graph shows the changes between the candidate's Internal

and External Profiles, and so highlights the adaptations the candidate is making

to their character.

Profile Shifts

Dominance +4%

Influence -9%

Steadiness -7%

Compliance +16%
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Analytical Driver: Assertive and Controlled

An assertive and controlled type of candidate like this can be described as

being a Driver. This type of behaviour relates to the DISC factor of

Dominance, and describes a direct, demanding type of person who is

highly motivated to succeed and somewhat competitive in their dealings

with others.

Overview Assertive, Direct, Ambitious, Cautious

Values Results (and Procedure)

Seeks Power (and Facts)

Avoids Weakness (and Uncertainty)

Pressure Response Dictates (may also Evade)

Approach Efficient

Responsive

Strategy Power (also responds to Proof)
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Permanent Traits

These are traits common throughout Maria's profile, suggesting that

they are often seen in her behaviour, and are also likely to influence

her attitudes. Maria's profile indicates the following permanent traits:

Self-Motivation

Efficiency

Sensitivity

Objectivity

Independence

Accuracy

Enthusiasm

Assertiveness

Potential Traits

These are traits that are native to Maria's personal style, but that

she does not seem to feel are appropriate to her current working

conditions. These traits are likely to appear from time to time, for

example under pressurised conditions. Maria's profile does not

indicate any traits of this kind.

Transient Traits

These are traits that Maria seems to feel are appropriate to her

current working conditions, and so is emphasising in her behaviour.

Transient traits, as their name suggests, tend to represent

short-term adaptations. Maria's profile does not indicate any traits of

this kind.

Inactive Traits

These are traits that are not normally seen in any aspect of Maria's

behaviour. Though these types of behaviour are not completely

absent from Maria's style, it will be relatively unusual to see her

follow these patterns of behaviour. Maria's profile indicates the

following inactive traits:

Thoughtfulness

Self-Confidence

Cooperativeness

Technical Potential

Persistence

Friendliness

Social Orientation

Patience
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Profile Tension

Profile Tension shows the extent to which Maria feels the need

to adapt her style to her current working conditions. This

tension may result in negative, pressurising effects under

certain conditions, especially if Maria's style is not suited to

making adaptations of this kind. The diagram below shows

Maria's current Profile Tension, and estimates her adaptability

for comparison purposes. Also shown is the most significant

probable cause of any adaptation, where applicable.

Adaptability 79%

D

I

S

C

0 2 5 5 0 7 5 1 0 0

Main Tension Factor Compliance

Value Up by 16%

Probable Source Fitting into a structured or regulated workplace.

Probable Impact Negligible
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About This Report

This is an Enhanced Discus report containing all available information.

There are a total of 21 different sections in this report.

A Note on Profile Use

Each section of this report is based on one of the four different

profiles shown in the DISC Profile Series. The particular profile in use

for a particular section is shown next to that section’s text.

Note: Maria's profiles vary widely from one another, meaning that she

shows quite different approaches in different situations. These

variations will be reflected in the text, and if comments seem at

variance with one another, compare the profiles being used to

establish the context of the different comments.
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Overview

Based on the Summary

Profile, a composite

overview of Maria's

personal style.

Self-assured and controlled, Maria is also determined and ambitious in

style. She is suited to positions of control, and she is quite capable of

taking personal responsibility for the management of her own affairs.

She is responsive in nature, and adapts quickly to changing situations.

Her general style could be described as self-contained: while she will

interact effectively with others when necessary, the building of

personal relationships will not normally be among her priorities in a

working environment.

Keynotes

Based on the Summary

Profile, a composite

overview of Maria's

personal style.

The following keynotes summarise some of the most important

aspects of Maria's personal style:

She copes well with rejection, and can handle conflict.

She has a naturally commanding style, ready to take control

when a situation calls for it.

She focuses on finding workable solutions to practical problems.

She works towards her goals efficiently and effectively.

Keywords

Enterprising

Self-reliant

Rational

Uncompromising

Commanding

Controlling

Outgoing

Fast-paced

Dominant

Self-contained
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Behavioural Adaptation

Based on the Shift

Pattern, showing the ways

Maria i s adapting to her

current conditions.

In her work environment, Maria is placing the emphasis of her

adaptation on factors of precision, detail and care. It seems that her

work demands a more cautious, analytical approach than she might

be expected to display in her more general nature, and she is

consequently attempting to pay more attention to the precision of her

work and the accuracy of her facts.

Advantages

Based on the Summary

Profile, a composite

overview of Maria's

personal style.

Maria has a driving approach with a strong emphasis on achieving

results. Efficient and motivated, she is ready to take personal

responsibility and work with energy and determination towards her

goals. She is rarely swayed by emotional considerations and can be

expected to make judgements and take decisions on an impartial and

dispassionate basis.

Disadvantages

Based on the Summary

Profile, a composite

overview of Maria's

personal style.

Maria focuses far more on matters of efficiency and practicality than

on personal questions, a factor that can be something of a

disadvantage in dealing with others, especially where persuasion or

sympathy would be useful. Because of her controlled and determined

style, some more open, emotional individuals can find her difficult to

relate to. This is especially true as she is naturally direct and

demanding, tending to state her views in a forthright and dominant

manner.

Communication Style

Based on the Summary

Profile, a composite

overview of Maria's

personal style.

Particularly in the context of a working environment, Maria will tend to

see communication in a rather formal way, as a way of informing

others of her views and decisions, or of gathering information. She is

a direct communicator, ready to state her position distinctly and

emphatically, and to support her statements against disagreement in

a determined way.

(Communication Style continues overleaf)
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Communication Style

Continued

As a competitive type of person, Maria likes to feel that she can

maintain a dominant role when communicating with others. This

aspect of her communication style can be expected to appear most

clearly where others call her views into question, or otherwise

challenge her position.

Decision Making

Based on the External

Profile, Maria's style at

work, or in a comparatively

formal situation.

Solid, efficient and based on practical criteria, Maria's decisions are

made rapidly, but not without some consideration of the underlying

facts. She tends to prefer to reach a conclusion independently, using

her own judgement, rather than consult or otherwise discuss the

matter with colleagues. Once she has made a decision, she can be

expected to take personal responsibility for implementing it as quickly

and effectively as possible.

Organisation and Planning

Based on the External

Profile, Maria's style at

work, or in a comparatively

formal situation.

Maria understands and values efficiency and the achievement of

rapid, quantifiable results. She is therefore also aware of the need

that sometimes arises for careful planning to achieve these. While she

is sufficiently analytical in nature to see the value of procedure and

planning, her urgent pace means that the patience and deliberate

thought required for these activities does not come easily to her.

Where she seems planning activities as paramount, she will most

likely delegate them to less impatient and driving individuals than

herself.

Motivation

Based on the Internal

Profile, reflecting Maria's

natural and instinctive

responses.

Self-motivated by nature, and demanding of herself and others, Maria

is at her best when faced with challenge and opportunity. She is

ambitious and competitive, and will need an outlet for this feature of

her style if she is to be fully motivated. Rigid rule structures, or

situations in which she finds herself dependent on other people, will

be rather less motivating for her.
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Managing Style

Based on the External

Profile, Maria's style at

work, or in a comparatively

formal situation.

The focus of Maria's management style is the achievement of rapid

and effective results. Due to her direct nature, she is not given to

using subtlety in communication, and instead will tend to issue

instructions and opinions in a straightforward manner. Her sense of

competitiveness and dominance combine to give her a rather

commanding air, and hence her attitude to her team will generally be

quite authoritarian, especially in more pressured circumstances.

Style of Management Required

Based on the Internal

Profile, reflecting Maria's

natural and instinctive

responses.

A manager can expect to see the most effective results from Maria if

they allow her to work as independently as possible. Maria enjoys

feeling that she has control over her own work, she finds it easier to

motivate herself if she is left to make as many decisions as

circumstances make practical. As long as she clearly understands her

working guidelines and targets, she will prefer to handle more specific

matters herself. This approach will clearly not be practical in every

situation. Where it is achievable, however, it can be expected to

motivate Maria and enhance her performance.

Guidelines in Management

Based on the External

Profile, Maria's style at

work, or in a comparatively

formal situation.

Maria's approach to management can be expected to be rather

authoritarian and formal in tone. She is not a manager who depends

on building relationships with her team, and indeed productivity and

efficiency are rather more important to her. She is concerned with

achieving concrete results, and with a significantly self-reliant style,

she demands a great deal of herself, and of the team she manages.

If she feels that her team are failing to produce the results she

demands, she has the raw assertiveness to exert considerable

pressure.

(Guidelines in Management continues overleaf)
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Guidelines in Management

Continued

Management Style Summary

She is ready to lead her team in new directions when the

opportunity arises.

She takes personal responsibility for her effectiveness in a

management role.

She will seek to reach decisions based on rational criteria.

The particular elements of her style combine to make her

typically a strong and energetic leader.

She will not easily accept perceived challenges to her authority

as a manager.

Guidelines for Development

Maria might consider the following suggestions to develop her

management style. The effectiveness of these suggestions will

naturally depend on her current situation, and will need to be weighed

accordingly. Taking this into account, Maria might consider:

Taking time to help her team understand her leadership style and

decisions.

Allowing individuals within her team more scope to express and

develop their own ideas.

Taking the individual responses of her team's members into

account when making a decision.

Experimenting with a more democratic management approach,

being more receptive to others' solutions and ideas.

Showing a readiness to compromise in appropriate situations.

Guidelines in Sales

Based on the External

Profile, Maria's style at

work, or in a comparatively

formal situation.

There is every indication that Maria can be quite effective in a sales

role. She has an enterprising, self-reliant style and adapts well to

situations that others would find antagonistic and uncomfortable. For

this reason, and others, she is resilient in the face of criticism or

rejection. She also has reserves of self-motivation and efficiency that

will typically translate into a productive attitude and a real focus on

getting results.

If there is a disadvantage in Maria's style, from the particular point of

view of a sales position, it is the comparatively low priority she gives

to personal relationships. She is not a naturally friendly or outgoing

person, and so building effective relationships with her contacts might

prove difficult in some cases.

(Guidelines in Sales continues overleaf)
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Guidelines in Sales

Continued

Sales Style Summary

Her enterprising and self-starting approach helps her create and

develop sales potential.

She is capable of relying on her own resources and taking

responsibility for her own sales success.

She is prepared to work to succeed in sales.

Her assertive style means that she can be expected to take

control of the sales process in most circumstances.

She does not easily accept a negative response, and is

uncompromising in trying to close a sale.

Guidelines for Development

Maria might consider the following suggestions to develop her sales

style. The effectiveness of these suggestions will naturally depend on

her current situation, and will need to be weighed accordingly. Taking

this into account, Maria might consider:

Taking advantage of her enterprising style to explore sales

opportunities to their potential.

Being readier to work as part of a sales team, where a situation

demands.

Being ready to communicate with a prospect on a more personal,

emotional level where appropriate.

Using her naturally commanding style to help guide and control

the sales process.

Being ready to reach a compromise where achieving a sale

depends on it.

Guidelines in Service

Based on the External

Profile, Maria's style at

work, or in a comparatively

formal situation.

Maria's assertive style means that she can work effectively in

antagonistic situations that others might find a considerable source of

pressure. In a service role, then, she will probably achieve most

when dealing with customers who are equally assertive, or whose

requirements need a determined and forthright style to help resolve

them. Maria is not a particularly patient person, nor is she concerned

(in a working sense) with building personal relationships, and these

factors may make it difficult for her to operate in a more traditional

support role.

(Guidelines in Service continues overleaf)
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Guidelines in Service

Continued

Service Style Summary

She will look for opportunities to extend the influence of her role.

She will need to motivate herself if she is to work effectively in a

support role.

She tends to show a detached and rather uninvolved approach to

service or support work.

She will tend to take charge of interactions with customers, and

direct the course of discussions.

She will rarely be open to developing a compromise solution.

Guidelines for Development

Maria might consider the following suggestions to develop her

approach to service and support work. The effectiveness of these

suggestions will naturally depend on her current situation, and will

need to be weighed accordingly. Taking this into account, Maria might

consider:

Taking care not to allow her own perceptions of a situation to

override those of a customer.

Developing an understanding that not all customers or clients will

share her sense of self-reliance.

Setting aside her naturally dominant approach to allow a

customer to express their needs.

Being ready to reach a compromise solution that meets the

needs of the customer and her own organisation.

Being more prepared to let a customer drive the situation, rather

than attempting to control it herself.

Guidelines in Technical Work

Based on the External

Profile, Maria's style at

work, or in a comparatively

formal situation.

Technical work that has a requirement for an independent and

enterprising approach is unusual, but it is this kind of work that Maria

will adapt to most easily. She has a certain formality and productivity

in her style that will give her the potential to succeed in the technical

arena, but she is also urgent, impatient and determined, features

which are rare in more traditionally technical styles. She will tend to

be more effective in directing a project, or developing the business

elements of technical work, than in the more practical side of such

work.

(Guidelines in Technical Work continues overleaf)
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Guidelines in Technical Work

Continued

Technical Style Summary

She will look for new and innovative solutions to problems.

She trusts her own abilities to find workable solutions.

She tends to concentrate on the result to be achieved, and on

achieving that result as efficiently as possible.

Her dominant style will lead her to seek influence within the

workings of a technical team.

She will be reluctant to accept others' input into her work.

Guidelines for Development

Maria might consider the following suggestions to develop her

approach to technical work. The effectiveness of these suggestions

will naturally depend on her current situation, and will need to be

weighed accordingly. Taking this into account, Maria might consider:

Avoiding radical new approaches to a problem where more

established techniques exist.

Being open to advice or suggestions from others.

Taking time to consider the impact her work may have on others,

where applicable.

Developing a more patient and accepting approach to technical

work.

Giving others scope to express their opinions, or make proposals

of their own.
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Exploratory Questions

Based on the Internal

Profile, reflecting Maria's

natural and instinctive

responses.

Exploring Positive Aspects of the Profile

Have you ever achieved a result by following an unconventional

approach?

(Maria has an enterprising style, and is always ready to try new

approaches to a problem.)

What would you say motivates you most strongly?

(Maria is highly motivated by achievement and success, and so is

a self-starting individual.)

What are your personal ambitions in life, and what steps have

you taken to achieve them?

(People like Maria typically have a very clear idea of their

ambitions, and will take definite steps towards their goals.)

Have you ever been part of a team that overcame a serious

obstacle? What part did you play?

(It is likely that Maria's highly assertive style would have led her

to play a significant part.)

Exploring Possible Training Needs in the Profile

When was the last time you have to significantly rely on

somebody else for the success of a project? What was the

outcome?

(Maria does not easily rely on others, and prefers to take

responsibility for her own achievements.)

Can you recall an occasion where another person's suggestion or

idea made a significant difference to your work?

(Maria prefers to follow her own approach, and tends not to place

importance on input from others.)

Have you ever worked in a team situation? What was your

experience of it?

(Maria is a person whose focus is on personal success, rather

than teamwork.)

If a confrontation were to arise with a work colleague, how would

you normally deal with that situation?

(Maria has a dominant and rather tempestuous approach, factors

that would be expected to show themselves in this situation.)
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Career Directions

Based on the Internal

Profile, reflecting Maria's

natural and instinctive

responses.

Maria has an assertive and motivated profile shape, indicating two

particularly suitable career paths. The first of these is towards

positions of leadership and management, in which she would be

expected to work efficiently and effectively. Maria's style is perhaps

better suited though to the second, working independently as a small

businesswoman or freelancer rather than operating inside a large

organisation.

Relationships

Based on the Internal

Profile, reflecting Maria's

natural and instinctive

responses.

Maria's general approach to communication is a rather controlled,

formal one, and this fact will necessarily affect the way she works

with other people. For her, relationships are part of the structure of

the workplace: a means of achieving her business goals, for example,

rather than something to be valued and developed in their own right.

Being a controlled individual means that Maria is cautious of others,

and tends to be reluctant to give out information, a fact that will

clearly affect her approach to relationships.

Relationship Keynotes for Maria

Her enterprising nature leads her to develop relationships with

others easily.

Her naturally assertive style means that she will tend to adopt a

dominant role within her relations with others.

Her ambitious and focused nature means that she will tend to

relate most effectively with those of like mind.

The formation of working relationships is not one of her priorities.

She is not significantly perturbed by negative responses from

others.

The Team

Based on the External

Profile, Maria's style at

work, or in a comparatively

formal situation.

Maria has a very self-reliant attitude, and is not strongly oriented

towards social matters. These factors combine to suggest that she will

tend to work better as an individual than as part of a team. Where

she does find herself operating within a group, she will look to

establish control over her particular working conditions. Indeed, her

dominant and enterprising nature is such that she may take on the

mantle of the team's leader, where this is possible within the structure

of the team.

(The Team continues overleaf)
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The Team

Continued

Team Keynotes for Maria

She will look to develop her areas of responsibility within the

team.

She tends to rely on her own resources, rather than depending

on the support of other team members.

She has a focus on the practical and the measurable, and will

tend to be one of a team's more productive members.

She will tend to take a directing role, perhaps even that of

leader, within the team.

She concentrates on acheiving results, and will look to see a

similar attitude from the rest of the team.

Pressure

Based on the Internal

Profile, reflecting Maria's

natural and instinctive

responses.

Maria has a highly resilient behavioural style that will generally cope

well with pressure. Indeed, her preference for working at a rapid pace

and her rather demanding approach means that she will probably

work well in a high-pressure environment. If there is one factor that

causes her particular frustration, though, it is a loss of personal

control - to have her work delayed or obstructed by factors outside

her direct influence.

Maria's style is direct and pro-active, and she is unconcerned about

causing offence or confronting problems immediately. Her response to

pressure, then, will be decisive and dominant, though whether this

dynamic reaction will be effective depends largely on the particular

nature of the problem.

Ambition and Development

Based on the Internal

Profile, reflecting Maria's

natural and instinctive

responses.

Those with a profile like Maria's are among the most ambitious of

styles, and are strongly motivated to succeed. Maria has a

determined and self-reliant approach. She has the enterprise and

assertiveness to drive towards her goals in life, and is strongly

motivated by the sense that she is making concrete progress. It

follows from this that she will work far more effectively in situations

where she can also advance towards her particular ambitions.
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Accuracy A DISC sub-trait found in profiles showing Compliance higher than Influence, also sometimes

referred to as 'Caution'. The type of person to whom it refers hates to make mistakes - they

check and recheck their own work, and are prone to correct errors in the work of others,

whether or not they have been asked to do so. This need for certainty means that they will

rarely take a risk unless absolutely necessary. They are also cautious in communication,

rarely revealing more about themselves than a bare minimum.

In Maria's case, Accuracy is strongly represented in both her Internal and External

Profiles, and so is categorised as a Permanent Trait.

Adaptability A measurement derived from the Steadiness value in the Internal Profile. It indicates the

degree to which Maria feels able to adapt her approach to changing circumstances. It is used

as a comparison value to suggest the effects of Profile Tension.

Where Profile Tension is lower than Adaptability, as in Maria's case, it is unlikely to

result in significant negative effects.

Analyst 'Analyst' is a term used to describe individuals in the Controlled and Receptive region of the

Style Card, whose style is related to the DISC factor of Compliance. These are structured,

organised people, who tend to follow the rules whenever they can. They are interested in

precision and order. The full Analyst is found in the bottom left-hand segment of the Style

Card grid, but there are various subtypes: the Driving Analyst, the Planning Analyst and the

Balanced Analyst.

Maria does not belong to this type, according to her Style Card.

Analytical Driver The term used to describe an individual who, while falling in the assertive and direct Driver

segment of the Style Card, also has some features in common with the Analyst, meaning that

they will tend to have a more dispassionate and rule-based approach than a full Driver type.

This is the Style Card type to which Maria belongs, along with approximately four per

cent of the population.

Analytical

Planner

The term used to describe an individual who, while falling in the patient and thoughtful

Planner segment of the Style Card, also has some features in common with the Analyst,

meaning that they will tend to have a more dispassionate and rule-based approach than a full

Planner type.

Maria is not associated with this type of behaviour, according to her Style Card.

Approach A term used in the Style Card summary to suggest the kind of approach that Maria will

respond to in the most positive way.

In Maria's case, the Style Card suggests that an efficient, responsive approach will be

received most favourably.
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Assertive A measure on one of the axes of the Style Card. Assertiveness in this context relates to

individuals who are pro-active and direct. They lead rather than follow, and like to take

immediate action whenever they can. They believe in grasping opportunities and making their

own way. Often independent and commanding, they prefer to give orders rather than take

them, and will issue instructions rather than ask for cooperation.

Maria's Style Card places her high on the Assertive scale.

Note that 'Assertive' on the Style Card is distinct from, though closely related to,

Assertiveness as sometimes shown in the report's Trait Analysis.

Assertiveness In the Trait Analysis, 'Assertiveness' is a measure of Maria's capacity for pro-active, direct

behaviour. It is related to both Dominance and Influence, so that profiles showing both of

these at a high level will have the greatest Assertiveness.

In Maria's case, Assertiveness is strongly represented in both her Internal and External

Profiles, and so is categorised as a Permanent Trait.

Balanced Analyst The term used to describe an individual who, while falling in the cautious and reserved

Analyst segment of the Style Card, incorporates elements from different styles of behaviour.

This means that they will tend to have a rather less dispassionate and rule-based approach

than a full Analyst type.

Maria is not associated with this type of behaviour, according to her Style Card.

Balanced

Communicator

The term used to describe an individual who, while falling in the outgoing and expressive

Communicator segment of the Style Card, incorporates elements from different styles of

behaviour. This means that they will tend to have a rather less confident and extrovert

approach than a full Communicator type.

Maria is not associated with this type of behaviour, according to her Style Card.

Balanced Driver The term used to describe an individual who, while falling in the assertive and direct Driver

segment of the Style Card, incorporates elements from different styles of behaviour. This

means that they will tend to have a rather less urgent and demanding approach than a full

Driver type.

Maria is not a Balanced Driver, but she does belong to the broader category of Driver.

Balanced Planner The term used to describe an individual who, while falling in the patient and thoughtful

Planner segment of the Style Card, incorporates elements from different styles of behaviour.

This means that they will tend to have a rather less steady and amiable approach than a full

Planner type.

Maria is not associated with this type of behaviour, according to her Style Card.
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Candidate The Discus system uses 'candidate' as a convenient generic term to refer to the individual

described by the report. It does not necessarily indicate that Maria is in the process of

applying for a post.

Communicating

Driver

The term used to describe an individual who, while falling in the assertive and direct Driver

segment of the Style Card, also has some features in common with the Communicator,

meaning that they will tend to have a more friendly and sociable approach than a full Driver

type.

Maria is not a Communicating Driver, but she does belong to the broader category of

Driver.

Communicating

Planner

The term used to describe an individual who, while falling in the patient and thoughtful

Planner segment of the Style Card, also has some features in common with the

Communicator, meaning that they will tend to have a more outgoing and expressive

approach than a full Planner type.

Maria is not associated with this type of behaviour, according to her Style Card.

Communicator 'Communicator' is a term used to describe individuals in the Open and Assertive region of the

Style Card, whose style is related to the DISC factor of Influence. This type of person is

communicative and sociable, being friendly and outgoing with other people and feeling at

ease in strange company. The full Communicator is found in the top right-hand segment of

the Style Card grid, but there are various subtypes: the Driving Communicator, the Planning

Communicator and the Balanced Communicator.

Maria does not belong to this type, according to her Style Card.

Compliance Compliance is the right-most factor shown on a DISC profile, and the 'C' of DISC. It is the

factor of structure, detail and fact, and those displaying high levels are interested in precision

and accuracy. Because they are naturally Receptive and reticent to speak out unless called

on by others, it is often imagined that highly Compliant individuals are lacking in ambition. In

fact, this is not the case - in this specific sense, they are similar to highly Dominant

individuals in their desire for control over their environment. Because of their Receptive style,

however, they will try to achieve this control through the use of structure and procedure,

insisting on rules and defined codes of conduct to achieve their ends. This is the root of the

'rule-oriented' style often associated with Compliance.

Compliance is not conspicuously high or low in any of Maria's profiles.

Controlled Controlled individuals are practical and can appear somewhat cynical in style. They value

hard facts and rational argument above emotional considerations, and prefer to follow their

own ideas, rather than rely on other people. At times, they can be distrustful or suspicious,

and will rarely volunteer information about themselves to other people.

Maria's Style Card places her high on the Controlled scale.
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Cooperativeness A DISC sub-trait found in profiles showing Compliance higher than Dominance. This is the

classic 'rule-oriented' sub-trait, relating to a person who needs to be absolutely sure of their

position and prefers to use established regulations and procedures as a framework to support

their ideas. Cooperative people are so called because this aspect of their personal style

extends to the need for practical support from managers, colleagues and friends, and so they

tend to seek to maintain effective working relationships with others.

In Maria's case, Cooperativeness is not strongly represented in either her Internal or

External Profile, and so is categorised as an Inactive Trait.

Dictates A type of Pressure Response described by the Style Card. This type of response appears

where a person wishes to operate from a position of control, and they use approach as a

basis for their pressure reaction. They will adopt a highly assertive, even aggressive, stance

in the face of difficulties, dictating solutions and expecting immediate responses to their

instructions.

Maria's Style Card suggests that this is her most common response to pressure.

Direct Profile

Entry

Where a report's cover sheet lists 'Direct Profile Entry' as the type of Questionnaire used to

create the profile, this indicates that a questionnaire was not in fact used at all. Instead, the

DISC factors described and interpreted in the report have been entered manually, and may

not therefore represent actual profile data.

DISC The system used by Discus to develop a picture of a person's likely behaviour. The name is

an acronym formed from the four behavioural factors it measures, Dominance, Influence,

Steadiness and Compliance. DISC looks at the combinations of these factors, expressed in a

variety of different ways, to provide an assessment of a person's behavioural style.

Dominance Dominance is the left-most factor shown on a DISC graph, the factor of directness,

assertiveness and control, and the 'D' of DISC. Like all the factors, D is a blend of positive

and negative traits. On the positive side, highly Dominant individuals are

independently-minded, motivated to succeed, and generally very effective at getting their

own way. Less positively, they can also be hot-tempered and even aggressive under certain

conditions.

Dominance is consistently high across Maria's profile series.
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Driver 'Driver' is a term used to describe individuals in the Controlled and Assertive region of the

Style Card, whose style is related to the DISC factor of Dominance. The term 'Driver'

describes a direct, demanding type of person who is highly motivated to succeed and

somewhat competitive in their dealings with others. The full Driver is found in the top

left-hand segment of the Style Card grid, but there are various subtypes: the Communicating

Driver, the Analytical Driver and the Balanced Driver.

Maria does belong to the Driver type, but her Style Card shows other components to

her behaviour, too, describing her as an Analytical Driver.

Driving Analyst The term used to describe an individual who, while falling in the cautious and reserved

Analyst segment of the Style Card, also has some features in common with the Driver,

meaning that they will tend to have a more urgent and demanding approach than a full

Analyst type.

Maria is not associated with this type of behaviour, according to her Style Card.

Driving

Communicator

The term used to describe an individual who, while falling in the outgoing and expressive

Communicator segment of the Style Card, also has some features in common with the

Driver, meaning that they will tend to have a more urgent and demanding approach than a

full Communicator type.

Maria is not associated with this type of behaviour, according to her Style Card.

Efficiency A DISC sub-trait found in profiles showing Dominance higher than Influence. An efficient

individual is direct and assertive, but tends to take little interest in personal matters. They

take an objective, analytical view and drive towards their goals ruthlessly and relentlessly.

They need to see results, and may even be willing to compromise quality or detail to get

them.

In Maria's case, Efficiency is strongly represented in both her Internal and External

Profiles, and so is categorised as a Permanent Trait.

Enthusiasm A DISC sub-trait found in profiles showing Influence higher than Steadiness. This is an

outgoing and extrovert sub-trait that has much in common with Friendliness, but with the

added dimension of energy and pace. This animated style shows their interest in a topic very

strongly, and their effusive nature can act as a motivating factor for others.

In Maria's case, Enthusiasm is strongly represented in both her Internal and External

Profiles, and so is categorised as a Permanent Trait.
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Evades A type of Pressure Response described by the Style Card. This type of response is seen in

those with more Receptive styles, who wish to avoid coming into conflict with others. Faced

with a difficult situation, they will try to extract themselves from it by changing the subject, or

making vague promises of action. In extreme cases, they can even go so far as to ignore the

problem altogether, in the hope that it will resolve itself.

Maria's Style Card suggests that this is not her most natural response to pressure, but

it can emerge in certain circumstances.

External Profile One of the three component graphs of a DISC Profile Series. The purpose of the External

Profile is to describe the style of behaviour that an individual feels is appropriate to their

current circumstances. The External Profile can change considerably over time, as a person's

situation and environment changes - such modifications often accompany major life events,

such as starting a new job or moving home.

Friendliness A DISC sub-trait found in profiles showing Influence higher than Dominance. Friendly people

love to talk - communication is the strongest element of this style. They are outgoing and

extrovert, but they find it far from easy to concentrate on mundane tasks, and are easily

distracted from such work by the opportunity for social interaction.

In Maria's case, Friendliness is not strongly represented in either her Internal or

External Profile, and so is categorised as an Inactive Trait.

Graph The standard means of displaying DISC results. A typical DISC graph plots the values of

Dominance, Influence, Steadiness and Compliance, and connects them to form an identifiable

profile 'shape'. The Shift Pattern is a departure from this - it retains the basic structure of the

graph, but instead of plotting values, it displays a sequence of arrows to show movements

between the Internal and External Profiles.

Inactive Traits Traits that are rarely seen in Maria's behaviour under any circumstances. More technically,

these are traits that are not strongly represented on either Maria's Internal Profile or External

Profile, and so would not normally be expected to emerge in her behaviour.

Independence A DISC sub-trait found in profiles showing Dominance higher than Compliance. This type of

person feels frustrated by rules and regulations - they often follow their own ideas, or work in

positions of authority. This sub-trait is common, for example, in entrepreneurial styles.

In Maria's case, Independence is strongly represented in both her Internal and External

Profiles, and so is categorised as a Permanent Trait.
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Influence Influence is the second factor described by a DISC graph, and the 'I' of DISC. The

communicative and socially confident style of those with high Influence tends to be balanced

by a rather impulsive and sometimes even irrational approach to their life and work. The

urge to relate to and impress those around them can lead such a person to act in highly

expressive, and sometimes unpredictable, ways.

Maria's Internal Profile shows a level of Influence consistent with the average, but her

External Profile shows a much lower Influence level.

Internal Profile One of the three component graphs of a DISC Profile Series. This graph describes a person's

'inner' style, the type of behaviour that can be expected when they feel completely at ease.

Conversely, this style can also sometimes be seen when certain people are placed under

severe pressure, because such pressure limits their capacity to adapt themselves. The

Internal Profile tends to remain more constant over time than its counterpart, the External

Profile.

Manual Data

Entry

Where this caption appears on the cover of a report, it indicates that the profile described by

that report was entered manually through Discus' Direct Profile Entry option. As such, it may

not represent actual behavioural data - hence this distinct warning on the report's cover.

Objectivity In the Trait Analysis, 'Objectivity' is a measure of Maria's ability to view a situation in a

rational, dispassionate way. It is related to both Dominance and Compliance, so that profiles

showing both of these at a high level will have the greatest Objectivity.

In Maria's case, Objectivity is strongly represented in both her Internal and External

Profiles, and so is categorised as a Permanent Trait.

Open A measure on one of the axes of the Style Card. Open people are friendly, trusting and

ingenuous. They express themselves easily and value strong relationships with other people.

Open individuals tend to work on an emotional level, revealing their feelings to others and

being ready to sympathise with those around them.

Maria's Style Card places her low on the Open scale, suggesting that she is Controlled

instead.

Patience A DISC sub-trait found in profiles showing Steadiness higher than Dominance. This style of

person has little sense of urgency and a slow pace, which means that they are able to work

in situations that others would find repetitive or dull. They are submissive in style, and ready

to accept that there are some things that they cannot change.

In Maria's case, Patience is not strongly represented in either her Internal or External

Profile, and so is categorised as an Inactive Trait.
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Permanent

Traits

Traits that are commonly seen in Maria's behaviour regardless of circumstances. These are

traits that are strongly represented in both Maria's Internal and External Profiles, and so can

be expected to describe her behaviour under a wide range of conditions.

Persistence A DISC sub-trait found in profiles showing Steadiness higher than Compliance. Persistent

people deal particularly badly with change. Once they have become established in a status

quo, they find it very difficult to break out of this and adapt to a new situation. This means

that they will do what they can to maintain their current state of affairs, showing great loyalty

and resilience in defence of their present environment and social circle.

In Maria's case, Persistence is not strongly represented in either her Internal or

External Profile, and so is categorised as an Inactive Trait.

Planner 'Planner' is a term used to describe individuals in the Open and Receptive region of the Style

Card, whose style is related to the DISC factor of Steadiness. The term describes a steady,

amiable type of person, who is patient and persistent, dislikes change, and prefers to take

time to plan carefully before acting (hence the name of the style). The full Planner is found in

the bottom right-hand segment of the Style Card grid, but there are various subtypes: the

Communicating Planner, the Analytical Planner and the Balanced Planner.

Maria does not belong to this type, according to her Style Card.

Planning Analyst The term used to describe an individual who, while falling in the cautious and reserved

Analyst segment of the Style Card, also has some features in common with the Planner,

meaning that they will tend to have a more open and amiable approach than a full Analyst

type.

Maria is not associated with this type of behaviour, according to her Style Card.

Planning

Communicator

The term used to describe an individual who, while falling in the outgoing and expressive

Communicator segment of the Style Card, also has some features in common with the

Planner, meaning that they will tend to have a more patient and sympathetic approach than a

full Communicator type.

Maria is not associated with this type of behaviour, according to her Style Card.

Potential Traits Traits that Maria seems capable of demonstrating, but that are unlikely to appear under

current conditions. Potential traits are those represented in Maria's Internal Profile, but not

strongly expressed in her External Profile. This suggests that the traits in question may

emerge under different conditions - hence the term 'Potential'.
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Power A type of Strategy recommended by the Style Card, indicating a style of behaviour to which a

person will be particularly receptive. The 'Power' strategy relates to Drivers and associated

styles. Drivers relish control and authority. Whatever their situation, they will seek to

dominate the proceedings. To motivate them towards accepting an idea, therefore, it is

important not to challenge this desire to dominate the discussion, but to appear receptive and

even mildly submissive. By offering suggestions and hints, rather than attempting to directly

control the Driver's decision-making process, they can be made more receptive to a

proposal.

Maria's Style Card indicates that she will likely respond well to this strategy.

Pressure

Response

A classification provided by the Style Card to describe Maria's likely response in a

pressurised situation, from a selection of four basic approaches.

Maria's Style Card shows that, under pressure, she most likely either Dictates or

Evades.

Profile Series A term describing the combination of DISC Graphs that provide a basic description of a

person's behaviour. In Discus, the Profile Series consists of the Internal Profile, the External

Profile, the Summary Profile and the Shift Pattern.

Profile Tension A measurement of the difference between Maria's Internal and External Profiles, showing the

degree to which she is adapting her style to meet the perceived needs of her environment.

The more Adaptability there is in Maria's style, the more effectively she can do this, and so

the report shows Profile Tension in conjunction with Adaptability.

Where Profile Tension is lower than Adaptability, as in Maria's case, it is unlikely to

result in significant negative effects.

Proof A type of Strategy recommended by the Style Card, indicating a style of behaviour to which a

person will be particularly receptive. The 'Proof' strategy relates to Analysts and associated

styles. An Analyst type will accept one thing and one thing alone - absolute proof that a

proposal is sound. They will look into details and technicalities, and wish to explore issues of

implementation and maintenance that other styles would quite possibly ignore altogether. It is

vitally important that all of their questions are answered in full for them to feel motivated by

a new idea.

Maria's Style Card suggests that she may respond to this approach, but will be more

receptive to the strategy known as Power.

Questionnaire An indication of the source of the information used as a basis for Maria's profile and its

analysis.

The use of the Direct Profile Entry feature shows that Maria's results were not derived

from a questionnaire as such, but were entered directly into the system.
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Receptive A measure on one of the axes of the Style Card. Receptiveness describes people who are

patient and cautious. They prefer to avoid taking risks, and rarely take definitive action

unless the pressure to do so is unavoidable. They dislike change or surprise, and will seek

calm, predictable situations.

Maria's Style Card places her low on the Receptive scale, suggesting that she is

Assertive instead.

segment One of the twenty-five squares that compose the Style Card. The Style Card is designed so

that the population as a whole will be equally distributed between its segments, so each

square will represent approximately one twenty-fifth (about four per cent) of the population.

Self-confidence A DISC sub-trait found in profiles showing Influence higher than Compliance. Self-confident

profiles represent people who rarely experience self-doubt, and feel at ease in almost any

social situation. They mix easily with strangers, and are unafraid to initiate social contact.

They can at times become over-confident, leading them to act impulsively.

In Maria's case, Self-Confidence is not strongly represented in either her Internal or

External Profile, and so is categorised as an Inactive Trait.

Self-motivation A DISC sub-trait found in profiles showing Dominance higher than Steadiness. Action is a key

ingredient of this sub-trait. This type of person feels a need to be active all the time, and is

impatient with those who are unwilling or unable to keep up with their urgent pace. They

react quickly to new developments, but never lose sight of their own goals and ambitions.

In Maria's case, Self-Motivation is strongly represented in both her Internal and

External Profiles, and so is categorised as a Permanent Trait.

Sensitivity A DISC sub-trait found in profiles showing Compliance higher than Steadiness. People of this

kind are extremely aware of their environment and changes taking place within it, to the

extent that they often notice subtle points that other people miss or ignore. In itself, this is a

positive factor, but it does have the consequence that they have a very low boredom

threshold and are very easily distracted.

In Maria's case, Sensitivity is strongly represented in both her Internal and External

Profiles, and so is categorised as a Permanent Trait.

Shift Pattern A pattern of arrows shown against a standard DISC graph layout. The arrows indicate the

movements of the four DISC factors between the Internal and External Profiles, indicating the

shifts in Dominance, Influence, Steadiness and Compliance, respectively. Arrows moving

upward on the Shift Pattern indicate factors that Maria is tending to express more commonly

in her behaviour, while downward arrows related to factors being shown less commonly by

Maria.
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Social

Orientation

In the Trait Analysis, 'Social Orientation' is a measure of Maria's level of focus on matters of

sociability and interaction with others. It is related to both Influence and Steadiness, so that

profiles showing both of these at a high level will have the greatest Social Orientation.

In Maria's case, Social Orientation is not strongly represented in either her Internal or

External Profile, and so is categorised as an Inactive Trait.

Steadiness The third of the DISC factors, Steadiness is shown third from the left on a DISC graph, and is

represented by the 'S' of the name DISC. People of this kind are patient and sympathetic

listeners, with a real interest in the problems and feelings of others, and are particularly

capable of fulfilling support roles. They also have a persistent approach, with powers of

concentration that allow them to work steadily at a task. While other profile types might

become bored or distracted, the High-S (that is, person with high Steadiness) will continue to

work until they complete an assignment.

Steadiness is not strongly represented in any of Maria's DISC graphs.

Strategy A summary designed to suggest the optimum approach to Maria, and the most effective way

to present ideas or proposals to her. There are four standard strategies, each beginning with

the letter 'P'.

The Style Card lists Power and Proof as the optimum Strategies for communicating

with Maria.

Style Card A useful graphical way of summarising Maria's style, in general terms. The Style Card is

subdivided into twenty-five segments, and the segment most closely associated with Maria's

behaviour is marked. Most segments have their own specific names - referred to as Style

Names - and Discus is able to interpret each of these and provide a summary of its

implications. Specific terms used in this summary are explained elsewhere in the Glossary.

Style Name The Style Name is a descriptive term associated with individual segments of the Style Card.

It provides an immediate summary of Maria's approach, which is then expanded on by a

more detailed breakdown provided as part of the Style Card Analysis.

The Style Name associated with Maria's profile is Analytical Driver.

Sub-trait A specific measure within a DISC profile, based on the relationship between two DISC

factors. In each case, two factors are compared, and their levels relative to one another

provide a measure of the sub-trait. For example, profiles where Dominance is higher than

Compliance display the sub-trait of Independence, and the greater the difference between the

two, the more independent a person is. There are twelve sub-traits in total.

A summary of Maria's sub-traits can be found in the Traits and Profile Tension section

of this report, and the definition of each individual sub-trait is given elsewhere this

Glossary.
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Summary Profile The Internal and External Profiles provide valuable specific information about a person's

attitudes and perceptions. In reality, however, a person's behaviour is rarely based

completely on one or the other of these styles, and the Summary Profile combines

information from the other two to present a view of a person's most likely behaviour style.

Technical

Potential

In the Trait Analysis, 'Technical Potential' describes Maria's capacity to work carefully and

diligently at detailed tasks. It is related to both Steadiness and Compliance, so that profiles

showing both of these at a high level will have the greatest Technical Potential.

In Maria's case, Technical Potential is not strongly represented in either her Internal or

External Profile, and so is categorised as an Inactive Trait.

Thoughtfulness A DISC sub-trait found in profiles showing Steadiness higher than Influence. Thoughtful

individuals plan their words and actions carefully and almost never act on impulse. Deadlines

and other time constraints are difficult for this type of person to deal with. Their advantage,

however, is the reliability and steadiness that they bring to their work.

In Maria's case, Thoughtfulness is not strongly represented in either her Internal or

External Profile, and so is categorised as an Inactive Trait.

Transient Traits Traits that derive from Maria's perceptions of her current situation, rather than being firmly

established in her style. Transient traits are those strongly represented in Maria's External

Profile, but not supported by her Internal Profile. As such, they represent responses to her

current environment, and are unlikely to persist in the longer term - hence the name

'Transient'.
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Use this page to record your own comments about Maria and her style.


